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Introduction 

Lung cancer is the first leading cause of cancer-related 
mortality in the United States, with over 220 thousand new 
cases diagnosed and over 140 thousand deaths projected 
in 2019 (1). The earlier diagnosis of the disease will result 

in a higher possibility of the cure. Surgery is thought to 
be the best treatment option for early lung cancers (2). 
with the advance of diagnostic image tools, more early and 
small tumors can be found during a regular health check. 
Therefore, the role of instant intraoperative diagnosis is more 
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and more important. However, microscopic resection-ensured 
and margin-free identification of these early and small tumors 
becomes a relatively tough issue because the procedure mainly 
depends on integrated information from preoperative imaging 
study plus direct visualization and palpation. Pathological 
techniques to examine the margins intraoperatively, such as 
frozen section analysis (FSA) (3) and imprint cytology, have 
been widely used to reduce the conditions of positive margins. 
However, all these methods have certain drawbacks, such as 
time-consuming or human resource-required process (4), 
and sometimes even false adequate resection, due to surgical 
sampling errors. All these unwanted limitations may induce 
beyond tumor resection, microscopic residual tumors and 
increased risks of local tumor recurrence (5).

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) was photometric 
technology ever developed for harmless cross-sectional 
imaging of biological systems (6). OCT is non-contact, non-
invasive, and non-radiative, providing real-time micrometer  
imaging without the need for special preparation. It 
was first introduced in 1991 by Huang et al. (7). This 
imaging technique base on the principle of low coherence 
interferometry, and the contrast mechanism of OCT 
relies on the variations of refractive index and the light 
scattering properties associated with different tissue 
structures. By detection and transformation of the data 
from the backscattering light beam over the tissue, two-
dimensional images or three-dimensional volumetric images 
can be recorded and analyzed. The utility of this imaging 

modality was previously demonstrated in ophthalmology (8)  
and cardiology (9). This kind of optical imaging method 
offers near histologic resolution for visualizing tissue 
structures on and below the surface down to the scope of 
2–3 mm (10). The resolution lies in the range of 1–20 μm 
in the axial and transverse direction, depending on the 
modality used. Although OCT has been used as an optical 
biopsy tool in certain cancerous areas, such as skin (11) 
and breast (12), there are limited reports with OCT used 
in nude specimens of the lung, either malignant or benign. 
In this study, we tried to explore the potential of OCT and 
differentiate the fresh lung specimen, especially invasive 
adenocarcinoma (IA), intraoperatively. The goal was to 
determine its feasibility of application in clinical practice.

Methods

System set-up

The schematic diagram of the spectral domain OCT (SD-
OCT), a single-mode fiber-based unbalanced Michelson 
interferometer, is shown in Figure 1. Light was first 
emitted from a broadband super luminescent diode (SLD), 
operating at 840 nm central wavelength with spectral 
width (FWHM) 51.2 nm, and 10 mW max output power. 
(cBLMD-S-371-HP2-SM-OI, Superlum BroadLighters) 
The axial resolution was 6.06 μm in air. One fiber coupler 
was assembled. The light from the source entered the 

Figure 1 Schematic diagram of the SD-OCT. SMF, single mode fiber; L1,L2, achromat lens; M1, mirror; GX,GY, galvo-scanners; DAQ, data 
acquisition (NI-6343, National Instruments); PSU, power supply.
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coupler with a splitting ratio of 50:50. In the sample arm, 
the power of probe beams on the platform was 3 mW. For 
a 3.99 mm beam diameter incident on an achromatic lens, 
the transversal resolution of the spot on the sample was 
10 μm. To facilitate image acquisition, a set of two galvo-
scanners (GX, GY) were installed in the sample arm. (GVS001 
and GVS002, THORLABS) With a variable neutral 
density filter (ND-filter) on the reference path, the power 
was optimized to maximize the sensitivity of the system. 
The measured sensitivity was 90 dB. The backscattered 
probe beam and reflected reference beam were recombined 
by the coupler and then introduced into the high-speed 
spectrometer (Cobra-800-880, Wasatch Photonics), 
composed of a transmission grating and a charge-coupled 
device (CCD) line scan camera. The line scan camera had 
4,096 pixels and could be driven a line rate of up to 40 kHz. 
The data was transferred to a personal computer (PC) via 
Camera Link connection. The cart visible picture is shown 
in Figure 2. 

In our practical scanning, the speed was 20k axial scans 
per second at 2048 pixels. The GX was driven for 2,000 
lines, requires 0.1 s. With GY driven at 0.025 Hz, 400 cross 
section OCT images were reconstructed at different lateral 
positions, requires 40 seconds per volume. The volumetric 
imaging was performed in an area of 2.5 mm × 2.5 mm, 
with a limited depth of 2.3 mm.

Image acquisition 

Patients being preoperative diagnosis as lung cancer 
were enrolled in the study. This study was approved 

by Institutional Review Board for the Protection of 
Human Subjects of the MacKay Memorial Hospital 
(18MMHIS084). The trail is not performed in-vivo. Those 
who have signed the Hospital (Clinic) Surgery Consent 
Form and sent the specimen to the clinical laboratory shall 
be deemed to have consented. OCT scanning procedures 
were conducted intraoperatively. Before operations, the 
OCT system was shifted the operating room and did fast 
calibration and optimization of hardware. The surgeon then 
removed the suspected lesions according to CT images 
and gross examination. The clinician straightaway gave 
us fresh specimens after resection. We performed OCT 
real-time scanning before the frozen section and then data 
acquisition.

After OCT imaging, specimens were processed and 
sectioned as the usual standard histology procedures, 
stained check with hematoxylin-eosin (H&E). The two 
kinds of images, OCT-acquired and traditional histological-
processed, were analyzed as the endpoints of this study.

Signal processing

SD-OCT requires the spectral interferometric fringe to be 
evenly sampled in terms of wavenumber k to reconstruct 
the axial profile of the tissue. In general, the detected 
interferometric spectra are resampled (13). A schematic 
diagram of the processing method is shown in Figure 3. 
After fast Fourier transform (FFT) and window cropping, 
sequential A-scan would assemble a preliminary image. 
However, there still existed some artifacts; for this, we 
introduced a new algorithm to remove them. Finally, we 
combined sequential B-scan to a volume set, which could 
be slice arbitrary in the sagittal section, coronal section, 
or even horizontal section, usually called en-face. To assist 
with a large number of data and images, LabVIEW 2019 
and ImageJ software was used to facilitate slice stacking, 
transformation, and 3D volume reconstruction.

Scientific implementation algorithm 

We presented an algorithm to remove artifacts from 
preliminary OCT images. Figure 4 exemplifies one image 
processing this algorithm. First, we definite some variables 
and parameters. I[m×n] and I*[m×n] describe the intensity, 
size M×N, before and after optimization. m ∈{1,…,M} and 
n ∈{1,…,N}. M and N are row length and column length of 
one B-scan. G[m], a binary 1D array of A-scan. X[m×n], a 
binary 2D array of B-scan. S[n], 1D coordinate composed of 

Figure 2 Visible cart picture.
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each A-scan. The bold emphasis denotes that the function is 
discrete. A detailed description of each step of the algorithm 
follows.

Step 1: straight artifacts removal
In general, straight artifacts would exist due to hardware 
instability and extremely strong reflectivity of tissue 
top surface, decreasing image quality and missing 
useful information. Straight artifacts were determined 
independently for each A-scan. We computed two 
parameters: nth, two standard error above mean background 
value, and lth, threshold value that judging whether this 
A-scan existed straight artifact or not. For the value less 
than nth, return to zero and assign G[m]=0; while for the 
value over nth, remain and assign G[m]=1. After that, 
summed up the G[m] and check whether this A-scan would 
be classified in a straight artifact or not. If it’s true, replace 
the current A scan with the previous A-scan. Note that the 
choice of threshold technique may be sample dependent: 
for example, the presence of fur reflective water surface may 
necessitate a more complicated surface extraction method.

Step 2: surface profile detection and a mask creation
Unfortunately, there remained some residual artifacts 
above the surface probably the autocorrelation terms close 

to DC signals. At this step, we tried to consider a more 
comprehensive algorithm for surface profile extraction, S[n] 
and then create a mask for the image, X[m×n]. Providing 
that the index was above the surface, X[m×n]=0; while the 
index was below the surface, X[m×n]=1. Firstly, we found 
the mean of the highest five sequential indexes as the surface 
coordinate. Secondly, to avoid abrupt isolated coordinated, 
which did not account for the surface, the profile was 
monitored and smoothed by repeated iteration: replacement 
and averaging. For simplicity, the recursion was applied 
and finally, the surface coordinate would be improved and 
convergent to an optimized one.

Step 3: multiplication preliminary OCT image and the 
mask
We multiplied this searching mask and intensity, extracted 
from step 1. That’s the final optimized image.

Results

A total of 6 ex vivo lung specimens, presumably IA, from 
3 patients over 50 years old were enrolled in this study. 
Figure 5A showed one the visible picture of a tumor 
margin right after the excision. Figure 5B demonstrated 
our two-dimensional (2D) scanning direction, x and three-

Figure 3 Signal processing procedure.

Figure 4 Algorithm interpretation of image optimization. Yellow arrow: strong straight artifact. Blue arrows: residual artifacts. Red arrow: 
processing direction. Red curve: surface profile.
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dimensional (3D) scanning direction, y. A cross section 
OCT image was sliced orthogonally to the specimen 
surface, and 400 cross section images were reconstructed 
into a complete volume set. To match OCT results, the 
specimens were sliced at 90 degrees to lesion surface 
retaining orientation by histologists. OCT sagittal section 
images of the normal and the cancerous are shown in 
Figures 6 and 7, including their corresponding H&E stain 
images. Via comparing these two kinds of OCT images, the 
results depicted inhomogeneous to the cancerous side below 
the surface, while it’s homogeneous to the other side.

Image interpretation of H&E-stained vs. OCT-scanned for 
normal lung tissue

As the attenuation of near-infrared (NIR) light in 
biological specimens is governed by Beer-Lambert Law, 
the attenuation situation is similar at each position owing 
to well-organized tissue structures. Therefore, the normal 
region showed homogeneous signal attenuation along with 
depth. In other words, uniform density tissues would share 
identical attenuated situation.

Image interpretation of H&E-stained vs. OCT-scanned for 
adenocarcinoma of the lung

The tumor features of the cross section, defined as intensity 
clefs or dark stripes, can be observed owing to irregular 
scattering. As going in-depth, repetitive inhomogeneous 
features different from the surrounding region represent an 
abnormal reduction of signal strengths.

The OCT-imaged features of necrosis can be identified 
by lesions that change in texture, contour, and structure. 
On the other hand, the H&E stained image showed 
accumulated and concentrated cellularity with hyper-

chromosome and disappearance of alveolar air space.

En-face image extraction 

To further allow comparison with OCT and histology, we 
assembled en-face images, the same displayed direction as 
general histology. The results of en-face images showed in 
Figure 8. These OCT images were taken at different depths, 
measured from the top of the sample in air. From the en-face 
images, we speculated that noticeable patterns of uneven 
dark stretches indicated the presence of the tumor.

From Figures 6-8, we inferred that the OCT images 
are capable of differentiating malignancy and normal 
from fresh specimens. The normal lung tissue, ordinary 
cell division, and similar scattering light attenuation were 
visualized. In contrast, the cancerous region was recognized 
as heterogeneity due to abnormal hyperplasia.

Discussion

Lung cancer is globally the most common cause of cancer 
deaths. During the last decades, many kinds of advanced 

Figure 5 Ex vivo specimen for OCT intraoperative scanning. (A) 
Visible picture of specimen. N, normal site; C, cancerous site. 
Yellow boxes: OCT-scanned area, scale bar: 2 mm and (B) scanning 
direction demonstration. 

Figure 6 Cross section of the normal region (A) OCT image and 
(B) H&E stain image, scale bar: 1 mm.

Figure 7 Cross section of the cancerous region (A) OCT image 
and (B) H&E stain image, scale bar: 1 mm.
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diagnostic imaging tools, such as ultrasound (US), computed 
tomography (CT), and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), 
were built to identify the patient with abnormal lung lesions. 
However, there remain some disadvantages, for example, 
low spatial resolution, exposure to ionizing radiation, 
and high equipment costs. Especially, US examination, 
which signal disappears due to inappropriate air media in 
the lung. Also, the number of precancerous early lesions, 
atypical adenomatous hyperplasia (AAH), and early-stage 
lung cancer, carcinoma in situ (CIS), is rapidly increased 
during these years. That means that smart inspection, 
accurate diagnosis, and adequate treatment play a more 
important role in the clinical workflow for patients (14).  
Moreover, pathologic analysis of partial or surrogate tissue 
from the main tumor target intraoperatively becomes crucial 
for establishing the near accurate diagnosis and planning 
subsequent surgical procedures. Except in well facilitated 
medical center, time-consuming and tissue transportation 
between operating and laboratory sites are still existent issues 
clinically. Thus, getting instantly accurate differentiation and 
on-site diagnosis intraoperatively is imperative. 

OCT is an interferometric modality that provides 
noninvasive tomography of tissues. The first generation 

of OCT, known as time-domain OCT (TD-OCT), had 
slow imaging speed, about several hundreds of depth lines 
per second (15). A recent OCT method, Fourier-domain 
OCT (FD-OCT) provides faster speed of around several 
hundred-thousand A-lines per second (16). FD-OCT 
detects the interference signal in the spectral domain. This 
spectral domain detection is typically achieved by a high-
speed spectrometer or by a wavelength sweeping laser. FD-
OCT based on the former scheme is called spectral domain 
OCT (SD-OCT), and that based on the latter scheme is 
swept-source OCT (SS-OCT). These two kinds of FD-
OCT have their specific advantages and functions. Owing 
to SD-OCT’s simple schematic diagram and fewer variables, 
we chose SD-OCT on clinical trials. Furthermore, it’s 
convenient to build the cart system.

In this study, we investigated the feasibility of SD-
OCT in the real-time evaluation of lung tumors in fresh, 
unprocessed, and unstained, ex vivo human specimens. 
We have demonstrated OCT-based technology had the 
potential to be a pathology assistant. As images from the 
cross section were inadequate, we further piled up the 
entire image stack and extracted the transect, en-face images, 
arbitrarily along with depth. According to our results, OCT-

Figure 8 (A,B,C,D) En-face of the cancerous region and (E,F,G,H) en-face of the normal region. (A) and (E) are H&E stain image. 300 μm, 
360 μm, and 420 μm represent their depth from the top of the specimen, scale bar: 1 mm.
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captured images of normal tissues showed homogeneous 
features. In other words, similar light attenuation through 
lung tissue. In contrast, those of cancerous tissues showed 
heterogeneity and irregular arrangement. According to the 
current histologic images, we favored that the reason was 
abundant tumor cells fill the alveolar space. 

Indeed, the lung is a unique organ as it contains lots of 
blood and air. In the optical window, refers to the wavelength 
range where the penetration depth of light reaches the 
maximum in biological tissues, generally in the NIR 
wavelength range. Within the NIR window, scattering is 
the most dominant light-tissue interaction. Since scattering 
increases the distance traveled by photons within the tissue, 
the probability of photon absorption also increases. The 
advantage of OCT is that it receives the backscattered light 
signal. It is worth noting that blood and water absorption 
have their local minimum in the NIR window. Namely, using 
NIR as an OCT light source has a relatively smaller effect 
comparing with other wavelengths. On the other hand, the 
clinician would use the lung collapse method to turn the 
hollow organ into a concentrated nearly solid organ, so the 
specimen may not contain air. Under our OCT measurement, 
we put the specimen on the suitable objective focal length, 
30mm. It would not be disturbed by air. In our current OCT 
system, lung sample penetration is about 1.5 to 2 mm.

Additionally, after basic signal processing, calibration of 
k linearity (17), FFT, etc. We found that it was significant to 
do optimization, owing to hardware instability and sample 
surface moisture, total reflection, artifact, and speckle effect. 
Hence, we designed a simple algorithm to tweak images 
and successfully train proper thresholds and parameters. 
Besides, for any high-resolution imaging setup, there is 
always an effort to strike a balance between resolution and 
imaging depth. That is to say, for a high numerical aperture 
(NA) of the lens would sacrifice depth information. This 
is non-trivial in OCT since only matched magnification is 
possible to juxtapose histology microscopes. 

This study showed that there was a strong relationship 
between the surface curve and the power of probe beams 
hit on the tissue surface. In other words, if the surface curve 
was located close to the focal plane, with flat and smooth, 
the power on the sample will be stronger than the surface 
point away from the focal plane. It was obvious that even 
if the gap is only one millimeter. For the high-low gap 
and breach rich sample, it was a more different challenge 
without flattening the sample. Several studies have shown 
that using OCT to quantify the local attenuation coefficient 
was more informative to the pure backscattering intensity. 

Yet there were insufficient correct attenuation coefficients in 
some mediums, especially soft tissues. We have tried some 
compensated method to regulate the intensity and assess the 
attenuation coefficient, but the difference between normal 
and cancerous regions is unsatisfactory.

The clinical studies using OCT for images of the lung are 
finite. Besides, to differentiate malignant and normal tissues, 
we expect that OCT can stratify subtypes of malignant lung 
tumors, even benign inflammation. Furthermore, owing 
to the lack of clinical human trials, especially the multi-
institution corporation, it is still unable to definitively show 
the true clinical value of OCT in oncology. To the best of 
our knowledge, interdisciplinary clinical trial validation 
could greatly promote the value of the translation of 
OCT techniques. Since creating a forum where different 
perspectives can be expressed, good ideas can be put forward, 
and finally, consensus can be obtained. Moreover, establish 
the standard operating procedures of OCT methods can 
build up the atlas of OCT-based oncological imaging. Last 
but not least, we expect that future learning ability of OCT-
captured images can be carried out to avoid time-consuming 
and human-resource required situations and able to improve 
current diagnostic efficiency.

Conclusions

In summary, this trial was only a pilot study aimed to 
correlate the histological features of lung cancer and instant 
OCT-captured images. Based on experiments to characterize 
malignant histology employing on our novel SD-OCT 
system, we implemented a besides study. Depending on 
appropriate signal processing methods, the result warranted 
a qualitative analysis of normal and cancerous regions from 
OCT images in the future. We expect that the tumor-
margin can be demarcated on-site with the OCT technique, 
instantly, informatively, and efficiently. 
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